
Prosperity and Freedom
• Large and expensive government is incompatible with economic freedom; Missourians deserve a smaller, less 

intrusive government.
• Modernize broken government programs by prioritizing state spending to core governement functions.
• Empower Missouri in the environment of an overreaching federal government.

• Taxes need to be lower, simpler, and more broadly based as to only fund core government functions.
• We need to eliminate the double taxation of savings and investment, end the death tax, and allow Americans 

to keep more of their own money.
• Lower taxes at the federal and state level allow for people to invest in their local communities.

• Promote children’s access to quality education, regardless of their zip code.
• Parents should be empowered to send their children to quality schools of their choice.

• The real cost of government is the total level of spending, because every dollar the government spends is a 
dollar taken out of the private economy through taxation, borrowing, or inflation.

• Put in place constitutional spending restraints at the state level to ensure that taxpayer dollars are spent as 
intended.

• Fix fiscal problems through spending-side reforms, not with revenue-side increases.

• Encourage market mechanisms that keep costs down in healthcare, not government regulations that drive 
costs up.

• Patients and doctors, not politicians and bureaucrats, should make health care decisions.
• Create a climate where innovation and creativity thrive.

• Reducing or repealing bureaucratic and regulatory hurdles to help reduce project costs and save taxpayer 
dollars.

• Oppose additional government red tape that place undue burdens on employers and entrepreneurs.

• Promote Missourians’ access to affordable energy.
• Maximize energy resources by removing regulatory barriers and keeping energy taxes low.
• Oppose draconian restrictions on property rights pursued under the guise of environmental political 

correctness.

• Support efforts to scale back the role of government and inject competition into the marketplace.
• Streamline processes and reduce bureaucracy at the local level.
• Limit public employment costs, particularly unrealistic municipal pension obligations.  

• Individuals should have a right to work without being forced into a union.
• Government workers should not have lavish pensions and benefits out of line with the private sector 

taxpayers who pay the tab.
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Path to Prosperity
The Missouri Path to Prosperity is a long-term, conservative blueprint to guide legislators, engage activists 
and educate Missourians on issues that can transform our state out of stagnation and into model for economic 
growth.  Below you will find nine issue areas with a couple of guiding principles.


